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Development optimism early 2000s to 

2012-13

• Consensus that EM s had buoyant futures, 

regardless of travails of ACs. 

• “Washington Consensus works!”

• � large K inflows � soaring asset prices



SW in PGD 2013: Definition and Strategy

Smoothed annual growth rates, 1980-2010
(Hodrick-Prescott filter)
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Vindication of core neoclassical 

narrative   

• Adam Smith: “Little else is required to carry a 
state to the highest degree of opulence from the 
lowest barbarism, but peace, easy taxes, and a 
tolerable administration of justice, all the rest 
being brought about by the natural course of 
things” (1755). 

• Gregory Mankiw (professor of economics, Harvard U, 
former chair of Council of Economic Advisors, author of 
influential textbook) said, “Adam Smith was right when he 
said, ‘Little else is required …’”,  WSJ 3 January 2006 

• Tim Besley & Torsten Persson, Pillars of 
Prosperity, 2013



Neoclassical narrative implies

• � world economy open system, like 

marathon race. Position of a country depends 

on internal conditions

• And it contains powerful automatic processes 

for “wealth” convergence (upwards) 

• � “market failure” theory of role of 

government. 

• Washington Consensus  



Development pessimism 2013 - ?

• Since 2013 K outflows � falls in stock mkt, 

property,  currencies; big slowdown in GDP 

growth 

• Driven by (a) rumours of US interest rate rises, 

(b) China slowdown (“When China catches 

cold …”), (c  ) end of commodity super-cycle 



Despite current pessimism, 

“Asiaphoria”  continues

• “Asiaphoria” = center of gravity of world 

economy shifting rapidly to China and India, 

based on extrapolating China and India’s fast 

growth far into the future. 

• Eg,  OECD report  Looking to 2060: Long-term 

Global Growth Prospects (2012) forecasts per 

capita growth from 2011 to 2020 at 6.6% for 

China and 6.7% for India. 



Idea of middle-income trap (MIT)

• Started with Gill & Kharas An East Asian 

Renaissance, 2007, World Bank.  Since then, 
cottage industry

• Why important to assess “reality” of MIT?

• MIT conflicts with core neoclassical narrative, 
especially if “escapees” (most successful 
developers) have not been good pupils of 
Washington Consensus

• Countries in MIT even more likely to drag heels 
(free ride) on climate disruption  



MIT: general argument

• Few countries in MI range (eg PPP$ 2,000 –
12,000 per capita) have “graduated” to high-
income or “developed”

• Evidence:  (1) How many non-western c’ies
have become developed in past 200 years?

• (2) World Bank 2013: in 1960, 101 countries = 
MI. Of those, only 14 grew to HI by 2008

• (3) Most c’ies in LAC & MENA in MI range by 
1960s or 1970s; & most remain MI 





MIT: specific argument

• MI c’ies experience more volatile growth, 

more frequent & longer-lasting “growth 

slowdowns” than low- or high-income c’ies

• So level of income (GDPPC) is important cause 

of sharp growth slowdowns



Evidence from IMF researchers 2013

• Aiyar, S., R. Duval, et al., 2013, “Growth 

slowdowns and the middle-income trap”, WP 

13/71, IMF.

• 138 c’ies, 1955 – 2009,  GDPPC (PPP$ 2005)

• 15 different thresholds for “middle income” 

(eg $2,000 - $13,000)



IMF (Aiyar et al) 2013



MIT: Regional variation: years in 

Lower-MI ($2,000 – 7,250), 1950-2010

• East Asia: Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, China:  < 2 
decades before rising to Upper-MI:

• Southeast Asia: Malaysia, Thailand: almost 3 
decades before rising to UMI. Philippines: more 
than 3 decades. Indonesia 25 yrs (still L-MI) 

• Latin America : Chile: 4 decades.  Mexico, Costa 
Rica, Brazil, Jamaica, Ecuador, Columbia, Peru: 5+ 
decades.  

• Source: Filipe et al. 2012



Income tiers in E & SE Asia, 1950 -

2006
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Compare Pritchett & Summers 2014

• Argument:  Level of income is less important 

cause of sharp growth slowdowns than pace 

of growth:  c’ies which grow super-fast (> 6% 

pa) have rising probability of sharp growth 

slowdown the longer they grow super-fast.  

• Regression to mean is dominant growth 

tendency



How many years of super-fast growth?

• Episodes of “super-fast” growth (> 6% pa) 

lasting more than 15 years uncommon

• China set world record by 2010 (end of data) =  

33 years.  

• Only countries which come close: Taiwan = 32 

years (1962 – 94), & S Korea = 29 years (1962 

– 91)

• Pritchett  & Summers 2014



Conclusion: MIT is “real enough” 

• There is no precise income threshold at which 
MIT  kicks in

• But, middle-income countries tend to experience 
higher growth volatility, & stronger growth rate 
regression to global mean, than low- & high-
income c’ies

• MIT is “real enough” for policy makers & 
investors to take seriously.  Compare euphoria 
around BRICS, MINTS, “Asia”, etc

• How to escape MIT? 



Why the MIT? Short answer

• (1) middle-(production)- capabilities-trap �
middle-income trap

• NB: this directs attention to “production 
transformation” as crux of econ development. 
Compare neoclassical focus on “exchange”

• (2) unregulated integration into global 
financial mkts: the (foreign) debt trap � MIT



Why the MIT? (1) competitive squeeze 

• 1.  Producers in MI c’ies (a) loose market share in 
price-sensitive products to producers in lower-
income/cost c’ies; & (b) fail to gain market share 
against producers of less price-sensitive products 
in higher income/cost c’ies. 

• China factor: manufacturers everywhere (DC and 
AC)  vulnerable to: (a) masses of spare industrial 
capacity in China, (b) China strategy of avoiding 
rising unemployment by exporting more, hitting 
competitors.  



Why? (2) production/export structure 

• Middle Income countries with undiversified 

production & export structures   tend to stay 

longer in MI range (or LMI range). 

• Unable to jump to different set of products 

with higher value-added



Brazil’s manufacturing disaster!



Brazil-China trade

• B/w 2003 (start of Lula) & 2012 Brazil exports to 

China increased 30 times.

• China is Brazil’s biggest trading partner as of 2010 

• B/w 2002 & 2011 commodities rose from 28% of 

B total exports to 48%; manufactures fell from 

55% to 37%.

• 2010:  Crude oil, iron ore, soybeans = 80% of B 

exports to China. Manufactures =  98% of B 

imports from China (including Carnivale clothes)



Why? (3) GVCs, foreign ownership

• Countries whose manufacturing sector 
dominated by foreign-owned firms & 
dependent on technology imports face a 
“glass ceiling” when trying to create one 
controlled by local managers & with 
substantial local technology development  

• Participating in “global” ( = regional) value 
chains often locks country into low value-
added activities



Yusuf & Nabeshima on SE Asia 

• Tiger Economies Under Threat (2009):    “Unlike the original East 
Asian Tiger economies, the Southeast Asian Tigers have yet to 
build the indigenous capacity to design, to innovate, and to 
diversity into new and more profitable areas with good long-run 
prospects, and very few of their firms have created regional – much 
less global – brand names…. More disquietening is the sparseness 
of backward links from MNC operations, which would signify 
progressive industrial deepening, as has occurred in Korea and 
Taiwan [China], and as is already under way in China. This lack of 
backward links means that domestic value-added in 
manufacturing remains low. Moreover, none of these countries has 
nurtured large and dynamic producers of tradable services” (10). 

• Malaysia: “Malaysian industry appears to be sliding down the 
technological slope, and incentives for workers to improve their 
skills are weakening” (26).



Why? (4) integration into global 

financial mkts, &  debt trap

• Through 1970s till today western IOs & economists 

have urged developing country govts to adopt 

strategy of “economic growth with  foreign 

borrowing”.  Dangers downplayed. (Bresser Pereira

• “Emerging mkts” are called “emerging” because of 

interest to international capital

• When developing countries fall into debt trap, 

vulnerable to West’s “Washington Consensus” 

conditionalities.  Eg Uruguay Round, “IMF Crisis” in 

East Asia 1997-99



Conclusion: causes of MIT

• (1) Production/export structure:  middle-

capabilities trap � middle-income trap

• (2) Poorly regulated integration into 

international financial mkts



How to escape MIT? 

• Need capital controls, to use like umbrella

• Proactive trade & industrial policy, to impart  

“sectoral directional thrust” to markets 

• Especially to mitigate & adapt to climate 

disruption



But, Washington Consensus strongly 

opposes “industrial policy” (IP)

• UNDP, 2015:  speechwriter for Helen Clark 

rejected suggestion to mention M. Mazzucato 

The Entrepreneurial State: “That’s industrial 

policy”

• World Bank:  Justin Lin (chief economist 2008-12) 

tried to promote legitimacy of modest IP. Failed

• OECD: Perspectives on Global Development 2013: 

Industrial Policies in a Changing World

• UNCTAD



Why IP? Empirical reasons

• (1) We do not have robust knowledge of causes of sustained 
economic growth. Governments shd have scope to 
EXPERIMENT

• (2) Policies of Washington Consensus not effective for 
economic upgrading & diversification, esp growth of mfd
exports

• (3)  Middle-capabilities trap � proactive trade & industrial 
policies to accelerate capacities

• (4) AC s adopted IPs during industrialization & after WW2.  US 
IP today  (Wade 2013 on disguised US industrial policy) 

• (5) Most successful DCs in past 60 years have deployed IPs

• (6) ACs & DCs went beyond “fixing mkt failures” � “creating 
& steering mkts”



How IP? (1) Appropriate IP 

instruments

• “Price” instruments like tariffs & selective 

subsidies are relatively easy to implement; but 

constrained by WTO rules 

• But plenty of scope remains for non-price 

instruments



Non-price IP

• Coordination of investments via (1) entry regulation, (2) investment 
cartels, (3) negotiated capacity cuts. 

• Policies to achieve economies of scale, such as (1) production licensing 
conditional on production scale, (2) state-mediated mergers and 
acquisitions. 

• Regulation of technology imports, such as screening for import of obsolete 
technology. 

• Regulation of FDI, via (1) ownership restrictions,  (2) local content 
requirements,  (3) technology transfer requirements,  (4) mandatory 
worker training. 

• Export promotion, via (1) subsidies, (2) loan guarantees,  (3) marketing 
support,  (4) national campaigns to persuade producers it is their “national 
duty” to export, supplemented with prestigious export prizes.

• Government allocation of foreign exchange, prioritizing imports of capital 
goods and discouraging imports of luxury consumer goods.



How?  (2) State investment banks 

(SIBs) 

• Private banks tend to target low-risk, short-term 

gains through buying & selling govt bonds & 

securities that amount of pyramid schemes; not 

long-term infrastructure & industry projects

• See Keynes, Schumpeter, Polanyi, Gerschenkron, 

Minsky

• SIBs can provide patient capital in line with 

national “vision”. Loans plus equity, to “socialize 

returns”



How IP? (3) Organization of IP: Taiwan 

Indust Devt Bureau (IDB)

• Taiwan:  1980s: population 19 mn

• IDB, 150 staff, mostly engineers

• Operated as “industrial extension service”

• Factory visits.  Two-way communication

• “Nudged” industrial upgrading.  

• Eg case of Philips specialized glass for TVs.  

• Eg case of VCRs



Organization of IP: Taiwan’s public 

R&D, 1980s 

• Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI)

• 10,000 staff, divided into “research & service 

orgns”.  

• Eg Electronic RSO = ERSO, 700 staff

• Also, military equivalent of ITRI, with double 

the number of staff

• Minister of Science & Technology = Cambridge 

educated physicist, number 4 in Cabinet



How to create effective IP 

organizations?

• Cross-country experience suggests that  

“islands of excellence”, “pockets of 

effectiveness”,  can be created & sustained, 

even in bureaucratic swamp (Roll 2013)

• 1. Top of government must be committed to 

mission

• 2. Agency director must be appointed by the 

top



Effective IP organizations (ctd)

• 3. Appointment must by-pass normal, patronage 
criteria – probably against elite opposition

• 4. Director will come from outside the inner elite. 
Hence less vulnerable to “insider’s dilemma”

• 5. Initially director has weak political ties to top 
political authority; but once appointed must develop 
strong ties to top, for defence

• 6. Director must protect autonomy of agency by 
manipulating connections to politicians, firms, unions.  
Autonomy is relational. 

• 7. To reduce dangers of “picking winners”, staff must 
have intense dialogue with private sector



IP & climate disruption

• Renewable energy can be generated almost 
everywhere

• Manufacturing equipment for renewable energy
presents huge new opportunities. 

• Key point:  Many countries can boost their energy 
security by MANUFACTURING equipment for 
renewable energy, & reaping benefits of 
“increasing returns” and “forward and backwards 
linkages” around manufacturing.

• Requires industrial policy, not just “high price on 
carbon”



Conclusions

• The MIT is “real enough”

• MIT maintains hierarchical structure of wealth & power 
in world economy.

• Countries in MIT likely to be very vulnerable to climate 
disruption, to internal tensions, & to be source of out-
migrations

• IP can help accelerate country’s move up through 
middle-income zone

• Question shd be: how to do IP well, not less

• Transition to renewables offers opportunities for IP   
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Conclusions from current turmoil

• DCs clearly not “decoupled” from western growth

• Manufacturers everywhere (DC and AC)  
vulnerable to masses of spare industrial capacity 
in China, & to China strategy of avoiding rising 
unemployment by exporting more, hitting 
competitors.  

• Eg China steel exports to UK

• Deflation exported from EM s) poses serious 
danger to US, UK, others: eg rising real interest 
rates 



Future: climate disruption, migration, 

wars

• Climate disruption + population growth  � food 
shortages in large parts of MENA, Asia, SSA, LAC 

• Effects: mass migrations (end of EU?), mass 
dispossessions (even genocides: Rwanda, Sudan), 
state implosions (Iraq, Syria), return of 
authoritarian govts Malthus’ revenge! 

• We must launch mission-oriented efforts (“Man 
on Moon”) to shift to renewables (not just “raise 
price of carbon”); & boost agriculture & 
manufacturing in DCs

• How? 


